Simplified IT deployments start here:
Cable management:

The system is engineered for keeping
cables neat and organized, with a range
of accessories to support vertical,
horizontal, front, and rear cable routing.

Power distribution:

Easily integrated metered, low-profile
rack PDUs attach quickly in the
back, saving valuable U space for
IT equipment.

Airflow management:

Enclosure design and additional
accessories help maintain proper
equipment airflow, improving
efficiency and availability for servers
and networking switches.

Introducing the single answer to today's IT deployment challenges:
The NetShelter SV rack with intelligent rack PDU.
Quick IT architecture
The APC™ by Schneider Electric NetShelter™ SV enclosure is the simple
foundational architecture you need to make sure your IT can keep up with your
business. Whether you’re deploying an initial batch of servers and switches or
adding to your existing environment, you can count on our quick-to-install and
adaptable IT physical infrastructure to accommodate your unique requirements
at any given time.

Versatile enough for any deployment
Our portfolio of accessories can help to optimize server installations, as well
as a range of typical networking applications. They are available in a variety of
sizes, and one is even available unassembled. Our single system leaves physical
infrastructure to us so you can focus on your business.
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Intelligent, low-profile rack PDU
> Metering

• Monitoring of rack- and outlet-level energy
consumption (varies by model)
• Capacity planning and warning of potential
circuit overloads

> Remote individual outlet control

• Ability to reboot equipment remotely,
control outlet access, and sequence IT
equipment startups

> Environmental monitoring

• Integrated temperature/humidity monitoring

APC by Schneider Electric products,
solutions, and services are an integral part
of the Schneider Electric IT portfolio.
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